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Abstract 
An important part of many programming tasks is 

the use of libraries and other forms of Application 
Programming Interfaces (APIs). Programming via web 
services using a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) 
is an emerging form of API usage. Web services in a 
business context (called enterprise SOA or E-SOA) 
add an additional complexity in terms of the number of 
the services, the variety of internal data structures, and 
service interdependencies. After altering existing Hu-
man-Computer Interaction (HCI) methodologies to 
address the unique context of software development for 
SOA, we evaluated a large E-SOA API and identified 
many usability challenges. Our findings are grouped 
into three categories: usability breakdowns deriving 
from the API design itself, from the client-side web 
service tools, and from the documentation. Prominent 
results include difficulties developers without business 
backgrounds encounter in navigating the documenta-
tion, and how existing code generators create APIs 
that confuse developers. Possible solutions include the 
redesign of documentation to match user browsing 
expectations, and a tolerance for unspecified objects in 
automatically-generated web service proxy code. 
 
1. Introduction 

The informed design of Application Programming 
Interfaces (APIs) is important to ensuring the effec-
tiveness of developers. Design choices can affect the 
levels of efficiency and rates of adoption of APIs, but 
without objective and empirical data to justify design 
decisions, API usability is a difficult goal. 

“Service-Oriented Architecture” (SOA) is a way to 
divide software into components, where the compo-
nents communicate over a network with the client and 
with other services, and where the services can be 
combined into composite applications. Enterprise SOA 
(E-SOA) is focused specifically on supporting busi-
ness processes. 

E-SOA, as supplied by many companies through 
web services technology, is a new development para-
digm whose usability aspects have not yet been stud-
ied. The introduction of business semantics can cause a 
tremendous increase of complexity, in addition to the 

existing usability issues with web service technology. 
Previous research has shown that programming using 
object-oriented APIs has interesting and unique chal-
lenges with respect to usability and API design [2, 3], 
but the usability implications of large SOA API frame-
works for developers are interesting and unstudied. 

The sheer size of a business application platform 
presents unique usability challenges. Even if every 
effort is made by the E-SOA service provider to ensure 
compliance with best practices in the E-SOA APIs, 
there is no existing precedent for how to create such a 
large SOA framework, and it is not known whether the 
“best practices” result in usable APIs. 

The complexity of enterprise applications is com-
monly cited as being caused by the vast number and 
variety of services required to meet all the needs of 
customers’ varied business scenarios. Corporate cus-
tomers vary across industry and many have unique 
requirements, and must all be supported in a standard-
ized infrastructure. To respond to customer needs, 
business application vendors face the choice of adding 
many new services, or making existing services more 
versatile and therefore more internally complex.  

Users of E-SOA APIs therefore experience certain 
unique usability challenges that have not yet arisen in 
APIs for other domains. A common “anti-pattern” 
cited as dangerous for usability is a fine-grained design 
with too many services, making finding the correct 
service difficult [4]. On the other hand, providing a 
coarse-grained design of just a few, multipurpose ser-
vices makes them difficult to maintain and understand, 
since they will have many parameters controlling 
variations of behavior. However, because of the exten-
sive nature of the customer base, not only must busi-
ness process vendors provide a constantly increasing 
array of many hundreds of services, but many of these 
are also internally complex to support a variety of cus-
tomer actions. As a result, vendors simultaneously face 
both the challenges associated with fine-grained ser-
vices and those associated with coarse-grained ser-
vices. New solutions to reduce complexity and in-
crease usability of SOA APIs are needed that may be 
generalizable across other SOA API design efforts. 
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We present the results of two user studies to iden-
tify challenges when using documentation and coding 
to create a composite application which uses a large 
SOA API framework provided by a real company. In 
summary, our results are that when navigating E-SOA 
API documentation, users with business backgrounds 
experienced the most benefit from business process 
component diagrams, and all users avoided sites with 
inconsistent visual designs. When implementing com-
posite applications, the difficulty of understanding the 
complex structure of objects to send as a service pa-
rameter caused a cycle of errors. We conclude with 
SOA usability recommendations which can be fol-
lowed to avoid the usability breakdowns described 
here. 
 
2. Enterprise SOA Model of Use 

Web services are provided by a service provider, 
and used by developer that wants to create an applica-
tion that provides the service to end users. We call the 
developer a “consumer” of the web service. Services 
are controlled through a specification, usually in XML, 
used by both service provider and service consumer. 

The typical steps when accessing web services us-
ing the common SOAP protocol include (see Figure 1): 
first finding the appropriate service in the online docu-
mentation, downloading the requisite Web Service 
Description Language (WSDL) file using a Universal 
Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) stan-
dard-compliant service registry, entering the WSDL 
file into automated tools which generate a code refer-
ence “stub”, and finally writing and debugging the 
application code using the stub. Running this code 
calls the service by sending and receiving SOAP XML 
messages generated by the stub. The WSDL file de-
scribes the parameter information for the messages. 
Note that the application can be written in any lan-
guage that supports SOAP, including Java, C#, Ruby, 
etc. 

We have split the usability issues that developers 
experience during this progression into three parts, 
summarized in Figure 1. First, developers face com-
plexity in navigating the documentation due to the 
large amount of available functionality. Second, while 
generating code stubs and testing the service using 
online tools, developers may find configuration and 
authentication of services counter-intuitive without a 
guide. Third, while writing service-consuming code, 
developers may encounter difficulties due to the inter-
nal complexity of the service. 

To support their customers, the company providing 
the web services we studied has composed an exten-
sive online API documentation site. This documenta-

tion provides three different means of navigating to 
individual service operations. An index lists business 
process components, each containing a process com-
ponent diagram for further navigation. Groups of re-
lated service operations reside in an E-SOA wiki, with 
lots of extra information and background, in a different 
HTML format. Finally, graphical tables organized by 
business areas link to business process descriptions, 
and then onwards to the services. 

 

 
Figure 1. Steps while consuming services. 

 
On each of the service operation pages, there is a 

hyperlink to a page with collapsible tree hierarchies of 
the input and output parameters of the service.  Since 
the web services can be accessed from a variety of 
programming languages, coding examples were not 
provided in the API documentation. Instead, a 
browser-based service testing tool was designed. By 
showing all available fields of the complex input and 
output message structures of the web services in a tree 
view, this testing tool allows users to test service con-
sumption. 

We studied the technical difficulties of download-
ing and importing WSDL files through the use of an 
altered form of Cognitive Walkthrough. Our major 
generalizable result was that current stub generators 
are difficult to use, so we advise that providers make 
guides available. Ideally guides should demonstrate the 
process of stub generation tool download and installa-
tion, WSDL download, and generation of the code 
stub. In addition, different stub generators include dif-
ferent means of generating the service proxy or client, 
and authenticating with the server. These lines of code 
should be given in the walkthrough, because they are 
often difficult for new users to discover on their own. 
It is inadvisable to rely solely on documentation pro-
vided by the creators of current stub generators. 
 
2. Related Work 

Other research in this field has helped inform our 
studies, but did not focus on the unique topic of SOA 
API usability.  

Previously, SOA API designers debated the Docu-
mentation-style and Remote Procedural Call (RPC) 
WSDL standards. RPC WSDL files allow the specifi-
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cation of API design patterns consistent with certain 
target languages at the expense of compatibility with 
other languages [1, 6]. Now that stub generators allow 
language-specific API design patterns to be applied on 
the consumer side, Document-style WSDL does not 
automatically imply bad usability. However, existing 
research does not provide empirical data to justify API 
design patterns for code stubs. 

Existing research on API usability focuses on non-
SOA development. Ko described learning barriers as-
sociated with programming, including the phenomenon 
of misconceptions by developers leading to further 
misconceptions [5]. Stylos developed methodologies 
for studying APIs [3, 8], which we have adapted for 
our own research.  

Jones listed anecdotal SOA “anti-patterns”, or com-
mon mistakes made when developing SOA architec-
tures. These include problems caused by service hier-
archies that are either too fine-grained or too coarse-
grained [4]. His solutions in both cases are to move 
towards the opposite extreme, which companies with 
large business application frameworks, already argua-
bly in the middle, cannot do without removing func-
tionality and alienating existing customers. Therefore, 
novel solutions are needed. 

 
3. Methodology 

To better understand the challenges of consuming 
E-SOA web services, we performed two studies: the 
first focused on how participants navigated the docu-
mentation to find the services needed to build a com-
posite application, and the second tested how well the 
participants could code the same composite application 
using the API. Fitting into the model of Figure 1, the 
first study examined exploration prior to downloading 
the WSDL, and the second studied writing code to 
consume the service. We chose not to study the middle 
code generation step, of creating and authenticating 
code stub proxies, because we already had substantial 
data on this topic from our Cognitive Walkthrough 
(see section 2). 

The target user group is often ambiguous with re-
gards to web service projects, because E-SOA has the 
potential to make business services usable in many 
languages and to various kinds of developers. The de-
velopers may be experienced in non-distributed pro-
gramming, web service programming, business proc-
esses, or some combination of the three. Thus, a possi-
ble byproduct of a successful E-SOA project may be 
the use of the APIs by programmers who are not ex-
perienced in enterprise applications or business model-
ing. 

Seven participants were recruited for the documen-
tation study, and six for the coding study. All were 
recruited from university classes on web services and 
were familiar with consuming web services from class 
work. Of the seven documentation study participants, 
five had substantial experience with enterprise applica-
tions and business processes. Of the six coding study 
participants, two had substantial experience with en-
terprise applications and business processes. 

To explore ordering effects, two participants per-
formed both studies, but in different orders. One did 
the documentation study first, and the second did the 
coding study first. Neither performed better than the 
others and we have no evidence of ordering effects. 

Our goal was to present users with a task that was 
small and simple enough for a two-hour study, but still 
representative of using the API as a whole. We identi-
fied a service relating to the generation of new sales 
orders using customer and product information as 
likely to be heavily used. The scenario chosen was a 
sales order creation application. In the first study, par-
ticipants had to find the sales order creation service, 
and then find services that would translate the buyer, 
seller, and product string names they had been given 
into the primary key IDs required by that service. In 
the second study, participants attempted to code the 
resulting composite application using the four services. 

Documentation study participants were shown the 
introductory page of the online API documentation and 
given the string name of a buyer, a seller, and a prod-
uct. They were told to identify all the services that a 
developer would need to create a sales order from the 
three names. Successful task completion required find-
ing four services we refer to here as “Create Sales Or-
der”, “Find Customer”, “Find Supplier”, and “Find 
Product”. 

We used the think-aloud protocol because we were 
interested in gaining insights as to what participants 
were thinking while performing the task. This meant 
that after seeing enough confusion to confirm that the 
user was experiencing a usability breakdown, we 
would offer help. We wanted to know why problems 
occurred, not the length of delays. For the documenta-
tion study, help was rare because it was difficult to 
give advice without giving away the whole solution. 

Coding participants used the Visual Studio .NET 
environment due to its current popularity among exist-
ing E-SOA customers. We provided the coding study 
participants with a pre-configured C# project, includ-
ing code stubs generated from WSDL files and a user 
interface of a sales order creation utility for which the 
participants were asked to create a backend. Partici-
pants were given a web page linking to the service 
documentation, testing tools for the four services they 
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would be using, and a quick tutorial of how to use 
these tools, as well as a simple architectural diagram 
showing how the services must be linked together. 
Participants were asked to consume services in this 
order: “Find Customer”, “Find Supplier”, “Find Prod-
uct”, and “Create Sales Order”. 

The actual coding was preceded by a “pseudo-code 
step”, which we have shown to be an effective means 
of understanding the developers’ expectations and 
mental models [3]. After the task and architectural dia-
gram were explained, but before the .NET project and 
API documentation were introduced, the participants 
were asked to type into a Notepad file the code that 
they expected would be needed for the application.  

For the coding study, the think-aloud protocol was 
also used, but with a decreased delay before the mod-
erator broke in to give advice. This is because partici-
pants experienced more frequent errors that otherwise 
would have totally prevented moving forwards with 
the task. 

The “Find Customer” service turned out to be much 
more complex to use than the “Find Supplier” service, 
although they shared a basic design pattern. If there 
was not enough testing time remaining to implement 
the “Find Supplier” service, users were asked to go 
directly to testing the “Find Product” service using the 
web service testing tool, since it was relatively quick. 
 
4. Documentation Study Results 

Of the three ways to navigate to the service opera-
tion, the index of services was found to be very useful 
to developers with business backgrounds, who used its 
process component diagrams to find the correct ser-
vices. The graphical tables were frequently used but 
tended to lead developers to the wrong services, and 
the groups of related services in the wiki were univer-
sally rejected on sight, due to visual inconsistency. 

Three example navigational paths are displayed in 
Figure 2. Larger circles indicate longer time periods. 

Navigational strategies were very different between 
users with and without business backgrounds. Devel-
opers with business backgrounds were more successful 
at completing the task. They were aware of interrelated 
business concepts and terminology, and so understood 
more explanations on the web site. They also found the 
indices of process component diagrams more useful, 
even though these diagrams are sometimes difficult to 
use, because the images extended off the side of the 
screen without a scroll bar and contained text too small 
to read. 

Developers without business backgrounds ignored 
these diagrams, experienced greater frustration, and 
were less likely to finish the task. Although a guide to 

the documentation was available in PDF format, they 
not use it; one asked for a browser-based guide in-
stead. They were specifically looking for the input and 
output parameters, but the pages containing these were 
hard to find, difficult to recognize, and frustrating to 
use. 

 

 
Figure 2. Three example navigational paths. 

 

 
5. Coding Study Results 

All six participants in the coding study implemented 
the first service, “Find Customer”, but only with sig-
nificant advice from the experimenter to help them 
with a series of errors that repeated across users and 
are described below. Only two of the six also imple-
mented the “Find Supplier” service within the time 
limit. None of the users could use the “Find Product” 
service correctly during the study, because it required 
undocumented default values that could not be 
guessed. As a result, no one could implement the com-
plete “Create Sales Order” service. 

Two users ignored the testing tool, and experienced 
greater difficulties. All four users who did use the test-
ing tool said they found it useful. 

Accessing web services requires the combination of 
dynamically-created objects that are then sent to the 
service provider in an XML message by calling the 
main method of the web service. We called this the 
“Build and Ship” model, by analogy of assembling a 
package, shipping it, receiving a response package, 
and then disassembling it. We identified many barriers 
that the participants experienced, and classified then by 
the errors that caused them. The first three, we gave 
informal names, because they were so common. 

Assembly Error (“Some Assembly Required”): 
This occurred when the developer failed to create and 
combine some or all of the required message structure 
in the correct way. For example, for the “Find Cus-
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tomer” service, a Customer object must be sent that 
contains a Common object that contains a Name ob-
ject. Mistakes caused unhelpful null reference excep-
tions, and often occurred because in the APIs created 
by the .NET stub generator (as with many other com-
mon stub generators such as Java’s Axis2 and 
wsdl2ruby) creation of one object does not imply 
automatic creation of objects lower in the hierarchy. 
All users were surprised to discover that they needed 
to create every one of the objects themselves, instead 
of just the top-level object used in the method parame-
ter.  

Exclusion Error (“Batteries Not Included”): In 
addition to the data-carrying object, users must include 
as parameters of the service method other objects for 
miscellaneous purposes such as processing conditions 
for input and output, and a log. Unlike the main data 
structure, they do not need to be assembled or assigned 
values, but they must be supplied. Some of these were 
undocumented, and were often left out by participants. 

Specification Error (“Do Not Eat Silicon Gel”): 
Certain objects should not be created, combined, or 
given values to accomplish the task. In this error, the 
participant did not understand the values used or the 
objects created. Participants often made incorrect 
guesses or by misread the name of an object. 

Through the think-aloud protocol, participants often 
voiced or expressed their confusion and inaccurate 
understandings. Some common themes repeated across 
participants are grouped into the following categories: 

Structure Error: All users expressed confusion 
about the basic structure of the object combinations 
that must be created. Users were unsure of what the 
objects and fields meant, and what data should go 
where. Users complained of not having example code 
to help inform their understanding. 

Default Error: The user is unsure if default values 
must be supplied or an object must be created, and if 
so, what they should be. For example, no users were 
able to correctly use the “Find Product” service be-
cause an “Inclusion/Exclusion Code” value was 
needed but was not documented. Three users openly 
wondered whether default values were supplied, all 
three tried to guess values, which led all three to make 
Specification Errors. 

Foundation Error: The user is confused by incon-
sistencies between the API of the generated stub and 
the API documentation. One user became especially 
confused between the service reference (containing the 
object types) and the service proxy instance (generated 
by .NET as part of the code stub). Another user did not 
initially realize that the message object in the docu-
mentation was abstracted away by the code stub. 

Naming Error: The user either misread a name or 
was bewildered by its length and incomprehensibility. 
All users complained about the names while using the 
API. One user cited the names as reason to abandon 
the task, and only after encouragement went on to im-
plement two services. All six users made accidental 
Specification Errors when they mixed up two class 
names that are different only because of one word in 
the middle. Class names can be over 100 characters in 
length, and developers must scroll to the right to read 
them and lose sight of the rest of the code, which ap-
peared to make developers lose their ability to concen-
trate. 

Consistency Error: The user incorrectly assumed 
that services that share the same input and output for-
mats also share the same internal format and object 
combination structure, to the point where code can be 
copied and pasted. The pseudo-code of all six users 
was identical for the services that translated names into 
IDs. Of the two users who implemented both tasks, 
one deliberately copied and pasted the “Find Cus-
tomer” code and tried to manually change “Customer” 
to “Supplier” before realizing the structure was differ-
ent. 

 
6. Discussion 

In the documentation study, we found that the 
online API documentation was most comprehensible to 
participants with sufficient business background to 
interpret the business process component diagrams. 
The lack of a good search functionality prevented de-
velopers from bypassing this obstacle. When users 
lacked business knowledge, they instead tried tosearch 
for the service parameters, but these parameters were 
hard to recognize and understand, and were often 
missed. 

This is particularly a barrier because the main clue 
that a composite application was necessary in the task 
derived from knowing that the “Create Sales Order” 
service required IDs as input, and the developer was 
only given strings. Only users with business back-
grounds immediately realized this requirement. 

The graphical tables were used, but were not as us-
able. One of the business users who relied on it was 
confused and found a “Create Purchase Order” service 
instead, and failed the task. 

Participants used site formats as a “boundary refer-
ence” for browsing. If two sites shared formats, users 
believed they shared consistent topics. When users 
encountered the different format of the wiki, they im-
mediately backtracked without studying the new loca-
tion. As a result, the grouped services on the wiki went 
unseen and unused by all the participants. 
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Figure 3 depicts notional, semi-orthogonal spider 
diagrams of how we interpreted the browsing priorities 
of developers with and without business backgrounds. 
We concluded that the best ways to improve the ex-
perience of developers without business backgrounds 
may require improved keyword search, online 
browser-based guides for using the documentation site, 
and greater visibility of parameters. 

In the coding study, errors were visibly seen lead-
ing to other errors, which steadily increased in severity 
until the cycle was corrected by the experimenter. De-
velopers who thought they were proceeding normally 
with the task would receive an exception due to an 
invalid value, and then begin triggering repeated ex-
ceptions until an intervention was made or the task was 
abandoned. 

Of the three users who exhibited the Default Error 
symptom, all three tried to guess field values and made 
Specification Errors, and none implemented more than 
one service. One attempted to set every field that could 
be found until stopped by the experimenter, one at-
tempted to evade specifying bad values by setting them 
all to NULL (which was also a bad value), and the last 
refused to continue with the task until he was told 
whether or not to set the given field after expressing 
the intuition that he ought to do so.  

These appear to be symptoms of “cascading pro-
grammer error”, which is hypothesized as a condition 
in which violated expectations cause the developer to 
question their every assumption about the API and so 
begin exploring a wider space of possible actions, re-
sulting in more errors and a potentially destructive 
cycle. Ko found evidence of developer misconceptions 
leading to further misconceptions [5]. During an earlier 
study on API design patterns [8], it was observed that 
if users experienced errors due to several unexpected 
requirements, they would specify values they did not 
understand to avoid another error message. 

Structure, Foundation, and Consistency Errors pre-
ceded Assembly and Inclusion Errors, making the par-
ticipant suspect the documentation. To avoid further 
error messages, the developer began specifying all 
available fields. Without examples or descriptions the 
developer does not know which values belong where 
(Structure Error); because they do not know if defaults 
are set automatically they assume that the null refer-
ence errors experienced during Assembly will continue 
until every possible field is specified (Default Error). 
Because the values entered are incorrect, Specification 
Errors cause new errors, creating a cycle that is self-
sustaining until all possibilities, or the participant’s 
patience, are exhausted. 

 
Figure 3. Qualitative depiction of priorities. 

 
Repeated Specification Errors were the most time-

consuming, because unless stopped by being given a 
correct example message, developers could continue 
trying random combinations indefinitely. The com-
plexity of available fields makes using a service by 
guessing a monumental task, resulting in loss of pro-
ductivity and a general sense of despair and intimida-
tion. If an expert user is nearby to give quick guidance, 
this cascading failure can be averted. 
 
7. Contributing Factors to Errors 

Other usability issues may contribute to cascading 
programmer error in SOA tasks. These problems exist 
at the documentation, tool, and API levels. 

A pattern we termed “intermediation” occurred 
when a developer assigned a variable name to a dy-
namically-created object that then became a “child” of 
another dynamically-created object. This apparent cop-
ing strategy may add extra complexity to understand-
ing existing Assembly errors, because the developer 
who implemented it made major coding mistakes 
shortly afterwards that required experimenter help. 

Although valuable, the testing tool does not com-
municate structural information needed to avoid Struc-
ture and Assembly Errors effectively. It is designed to 
present the structure that is expected to be used already 
assembled and with empty fields for immediate service 
testing. While efficient for an expert in the API, this 
approach does not give example data, and also means 
that the developer is not guided to practice assembling 
the object, as will be needed in the real code. Opportu-
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nities to help novices avoid Assembly Error are 
missed.  

A strict naming standard was followed in the API, 
but did not take into account the complexity of E-SOA. 
The start and end of names are generally understood to 
be the most visible areas, but without the guarantee of 
a namespace policy in the target programming lan-
guage, the front of the name was used for the service 
name. This makes it more likely that critical informa-
tion may occupy a “blind spot” in the middle of the 
name. 

The total length of the resulting names is also an is-
sue. Long names are harder to mentally process and 
often cause code to extend horizontally off the screen, 
requiring horizontal scrolling, a well-known problem 
during normal text navigation [7]. In programming 
tasks, the lack of visibility of the surrounding code 
while scrolling to the right was seen to interrupt and 
frustrate the developer’s concentration. This appeared 
to contribute to confusion in our study. 

On the other hand, names that were too short to be 
descriptive may be misinterpreted. Several users hesi-
tated when realizing that the customer’s naming infor-
mation was within an object only named “Common”. 
Other fields have a completely ambiguous meaning: 
Product.SellerID can mean either the ID of the seller or 
the seller’s ID for the product. Inadequate naming can 
encourage a Structure Error. 

Multiple usability issues with the stub generation 
tools must be bypassed to consume web services in 
.NET. These were all resolved for the users prior to the 
study, but deserve mention here. The stub generator we 
used was .NET’s “Add Web Reference”, which has 
several bugs. These generally require manual editing 
of the stub after generation, or even editing the WSDL 
file itself. After the WSDL is interpreted by .NET, the 
access credentials to the provider’s server must be pro-
vided, and the means of doing so is difficult to guess 
without a walkthrough or guide. 
 
7. Study Limitations 

We are beginning a long-running study in a new 
area, and so we chose relatively inexperienced students 
as participants in order to observe a broad range of 
usability issues, rather than real E-SOA customers 

All test participants were web service programmers, 
but were novices to enterprise SOA. Although enter-
prise SOA experts were not tested, it is important to 
note that everyone is a novice at some point, and SOA 
is new. The novice phase can last an extended period. 
It is not possible to be an expert on all parts of a large 
framework, and so even experts will remain novices 
outside of their area of expertise. Currently, adoption 

by novices is a major concern, and earlier studies have 
identified usability as a barrier to adoption [8].  

There were only six participants in the coding study 
and seven in the documentation study, with only two 
of these without business process familiarity. There-
fore, only qualitative data could be collected, and sta-
tistical significance was impossible to establish. 
 
8. Recommendations 

Improvements in the documentation are necessary 
to support usability for developers without business 
backgrounds. Because business-familiar developers 
will know which related keywords to scan for and how 
to navigate using process component diagrams, the 
API documentation should provide a search box for 
developers without business knowledge, which was 
added to the E-SOA web site after our study con-
cluded. Input and output parameters should be easy to 
find and understand. The entire documentation web 
site should have a consistent, yet unique, format, so 
that developers who leave the path know it instantly, 
and developers who find a useful area do not back-
track. This may mean that more developer participation 
in an E-SOA wiki might occur if its format is not visi-
bly different from the rest of the API documentation. 

To reduce the chances that a developer will begin 
to risk Specification Errors and become caught in a 
destructive cycle of cascading programmer errors, it is 
necessary to keep the API safely consistent with ex-
pectations, and solutions may be found at the docu-
mentation, tool, and API design levels. 

To prevent Assembly Errors entirely, it may be pos-
sible to require that all fields and properties of an ob-
ject be automatically instantiated in the constructor of 
the top-level object. This requires the cooperation of 
the stub generator designers and the SOA API design-
ers. Generated code stubs must provide this API design 
pattern, and provided services must tolerate many ad-
ditional objects with fields that are empty. Such coor-
dination may require substantial effort, but could make 
the largest difference in the usability of web service 
APIs and the long-term adoption of SOA. 

A more achievable goal by individual service pro-
viders may be to standardize services so that the code 
for each appears visibly consistent. Although the ser-
vice provider may know that the backend for each ser-
vice is very different, if the consuming developer per-
ceives the services as similar, they will expect a similar 
interface. Services sharing the same business object 
should “inherit” the same comprehensible data struc-
ture. Services that appear to perform the same opera-
tion (for example, transforming a name to an ID) 
should share the same API pattern, even if they do not 
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derive from exactly the same business object. This will 
preserve developer expectations by presenting greater 
consistency across a large API framework. 

To address the issue of names being too long, sim-
ply making shorter names is not necessarily an accept-
able solution, because non-descriptive names are 
shown to lead to Structure Errors. However, we can 
assert that longer names are less usable and repeated 
words and phrases provide little benefit and increase 
the productivity costs and errors. 

Developers can benefit greatly from web service 
testing tools. Browser-based testing tools can be made 
available directly from the API documentation. The 
testing tool can have a positive effect on developers’ 
understanding of web service consumption. Therefore, 
several pre-defined message settings should be avail-
able for each service – a default with all fields col-
lapsed, an efficient version with the commonly-used 
fields open but empty, and some example messages 
with valid values. 

If a target language for adoption has been identi-
fied, code examples in that language will likely be very 
effective. If the provider has the resources to give ex-
amples but does not have a target language, it is advis-
able to choose one, because some examples are likely 
to be better than none. It should be noted that stan-
dardization across similar services will mean that 
fewer examples need to be provided, because a pattern 
that works for one service will also work for its “sib-
ling” services. 
 
9. Future Work 

The results of our studies have highlighted many 
challenges and questions that we hope will be ad-
dressed in future research. How can enterprise service 
documentation be designed to best serve developers 
without business backgrounds? 

Is it feasible to give code examples in one language 
and expect them to be informative for web service con-
sumption in another? Would the examples instead have 
no effect, or would it even be counterproductive? Do 
service testing tools with default values serve as effec-
tive formats for language-independent examples? 

It is possible to test new versions of APIs through 
the use of API “wrappers”. Is it feasible to use this 
technique to test proposed SOA API designs? If this is 
infeasible, do flatter message structures improve us-
ability by reducing Assembly Errors? 

Testing can determine better naming guidelines to 
best leverage the auto-complete functionality of devel-
opment environments. Which words should go first or 
last? How can namespace issues be resolved across 
languages with and without namespaces? What is the 

relationship between the length of a name, its descrip-
tive content, and its usability? 

In the near future we hope to investigate these and 
other questions with professional business developers 
as participants, who require a well-specified usability 
study methodology to justify their time. The testing of 
such a methodology is important. 
 
10. Conclusions 

We found that users have significant challenges in 
consuming enterprise SOA web services that can po-
tentially be overcome. We hope that more attention 
will be given to the benefits of SOA API usability and 
that these results will inspire others to weigh the us-
ability implications of SOA API design issues. There is 
a large space for future research, and we hope to start 
an ongoing dialogue based on empirical data about 
current problems and feasible solutions. 
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